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Figure and ground: Duggan Morris Architects profiled
First person: Simon Henley; Lutyens’ Page Street
Höweler & Yoon’s Sky Courts Exhibition Hall in China
Ministerial code: Kollhoff Architekten in The Hague
Business plan: Stiff & Trevillion Architects in London
Wandel Hoefer Lorch’s Ecumenical Forum in detail
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Simon Henley of Henley
Halebrown Rorrison defines
brick in terms of an ‘equation’
that can describe, among other
things, how a building emerges
from the earth and touches the
sky. This theme, together with
aspects relating to the craft and
materiality of building with
brick are central to the work
of Duggan Morris Architects,
profiled in this issue. Further
afield, Kollhoff Architekten’s
twin ministerial towers in
The Hague literally reach for
the sky, employing a rich red
brick with shiny highlights in
place of the ubiquitous glass
curtain wall.
Sarah Huelin AA Dipl
To find out more about the bricks or pavers
in featured projects, or to submit work, email
brick@brick.org.uk or phone 020 7323 7030.
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Roman brick for Clerkenwell office
Currently on site in Clerkenwell, London,
Turnmill by Piercy & Company is a mixed-use
scheme comprising over 6,500 square metres
of office space, a ground floor restaurant and
retail units. Intended to complement the local
context, the facades are rendered in a handmade Roman-format brick. Chamfered, deepset window reveals are designed to maximise
daylighting and views out, while also providing
further surface articulation. The buff-coloured
brick turns inside at the entrance on Turnmill
Street, visually breaking the building into two
elements. Internal finishes include polished
concrete, plaster and brass. The project is due
to complete in autumn 2014.

Scandinavian homes in Cambridge
Long Lane, a Scandinavian-inspired mixedtenure housing development in Cambridge
by CF Møller Architects and PRP for developer
Homes by Skanska, has received planning
approval. Forming part of the Great Kneighton
development on the southern edge of the city,
the 5.4 hectare scheme comprises 273 homes
and retains a number of existing historic features, including a grade-two listed farmhouse.
A diverse range of housing typologies are
planned around a large park with the aim
of creating lively and varied streetscapes. ‘We
chose brick for this project, says CF Møller,
‘due to its resonance as a domestic material,
and because it is one of the few materials that
actually improves with age, weathering to a
beautiful patina.’ The proposed brick palette
comprises two contrasting tones, which will
be used to highlight the specific characteristics
of each housing type.

Brick Awards 2013 launched
The Brick Development Association has
launched this year’s Brick Awards. The criteria
for entry is that projects feature clay bricks or
pavers made by BDA members (except for the
Worldwide Brick Award). There are 16 awards
split into three categories: housing, building
and landscape, and technical and craft. There
is also an Architects Choice Award for the
shortlisted project that receives the most votes
from registered architects and architectural
students. The overall winner will recieve the
BDA Supreme Award. Richard Lavington of
Maccreanor Lavington Architects will chair the
judging panel. The closing date for entries is
14 June. The awards will be presented at
London’s Marriott Grosvenor Square Hotel on
14 November. Entry forms can be obtained
from the BDA website, www.brick.org.uk/brickawards-2012-entry-form, by emailing brick@
brick.org.uk or by calling 020 7323 7030.
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Simon Henley of Henley Halebrown
Rorrison reflects on the material
advantages of brick in an age of
systems and building products.

Vapour barriers, insulation, cladding,
rainscreens and curtain walling all deprive
buildings of one important certainty; that they
are made from what they appear to ‘be’. In
the past, architecture, its form and details,
were to a great extent the result of a construction method and particular structural principles. Structure and construction were one and
the same. Generally, the availability of a material, such as clay, stone or wood, in a geographic area gave rise to a certain type of construction and a recognisable architectural dialect.
Modernism replaced these vernaculars with
other universal structural systems, but in such
a way that they still allowed material science to
play a large part in the architecture – be it a
concrete or steel frame, or loadbearing
masonry. Le Corbusier’s Maison Jaoul and
Stirling and Gowan’s Ham Common, for
example, are brick and concrete inside and
out. The buildings were not ‘clad’ but ‘made’.
For the last year-and-a-half I have been
teaching fourth-year students on the engineering and architecture course at the University
of Southampton. Their work is interesting;
these students can engineer their architecture.
I have asked them to hypothesise a construction (through sketching, drawing, modelling
and analysis) out of which an architecture
emerges. As a body of research, we only have
a handful of results, and the breadth of the
course limits the opportunity to develop
sophisticated design techniques. However,
they suggest that an integrated approach to
materials, including brick, remains viable in
contemporary construction.
What I have learnt from teaching, and

what has emerged from practice, is an appreciation of brick as a simple building element
whose rudimentary qualities make it compelling. It is an equivalent in ‘matter’ to the
primary geometric shapes that underpin the
Constructivist language. The brick forms part
of an ‘equation’ that includes the bond,
mortar and pointing. It is an equation that
can describe how a building emerges from
the earth and touches the sky, as well as how
it is parted to form an opening for light, the
passage of air or a door.
With the Yard at the University of
Roehampton in London, we faced ruined
walls and buttresses with one-third-stretcher
bond. These four-inch walls contrast with new
nine- and 13-inch Flemish bond structural
walls. Both incorporate flat brick arches and
brickwork niches. Throughout, the scheme
uses 210x50x70mm bricks and lime mortar
so there are no expansion joints. The size of
the brick and the use of a 12mm bed joint
increase the quantum of mortar from 17 per
cent in typical brickwork to 23 per cent for
the one-third stretcher bond and 25 per cent
for Flemish bond, altering the balance of
brick and mortar. The same brick used on
the floor of the Yard is laid dry with tight
joints accentuating the comparative nature
of the brickwork. We are currently exploring
ways of constructing loadbearing facing brickwork for three new student residences in the
grounds of the grade-two listed Downshire
House, which forms part of the university.
Certain types of procurement limit the
degree of control we can exert. And sometimes the results are in part accidental. For
the Akerman Health Centre in London we
chose a standard-sized cream brick and a

flush-pointed mortar-coloured to match.
Although machine-made, the brick was
designed to mimic a handmade appearance,
with a rough texture characterised by folds
and fissures in the face. We had imagined the
marshmallow-like brick would create its own
detail on the face of this monolithic form.
What we could not have envisaged when the
contractor substituted the chosen brick was
that ‘failures’ in the batching would result in
even greater variation – the extent of which
vexed the mechanical mind of the employer’s

agent, but delighted us as the brickwork took
on qualities that I have observed in the sedimentary rock faces of Dorset’s Jurassic coast.
Currently, almost all our schemes on the
drawing board and on site use brick. We have
and will no doubt return to using cladding,
but for now we appreciate the material
connection that brickwork offers to both the
recent past and antiquity in an age of systems
and building products.
Simon Henley is a founding practice principal of
London-based Henley Halebrown Rorrison.

Above The brick-lined Yard replaces an old trades yard
and workshops at the heart of the University of
Roehampton campus (ph: Andrew Haslam).
Below (Clockwise from left) The Akerman Health
Centre in London is faced in a textured brick with a flushpointed colour-matched mortar (ph: Ioana Marinescu);
brick sketch titled ‘Under Foot’ by Simon Henley for
the 10x10 London: Drawing the City exhibition and
Article 25 auction. Striking brick and copper-clad forms
at the Caldicott School Performing Arts Building in
Buckinghamshire (ph: Nick Kane); the brick used to
construct House in a Walled Garden, London, will be
exposed both internally and externally, and laid in a flushpointed monk’s bond in keeping with a nearby medieval
church. The project is due to complete in December.
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This sporting life

Designed by Mecanoo, Fontys Sports
College in Eindhoven, Holland, can accommodate up to 2200 students and includes
five sports halls, a 15-metre-high climbing
wall, teaching spaces, a library, multi-media
centre, sports lab and restaurant. Located
on a masonry plinth in Genneper Park, the
fully-glazed ground floor gives way to a
closed black-brick box containing two
floors of sports facilities. Bold massing is
combined with large sports-themed murals
rendered in perforated brickwork, which
announce the building’s function to
passers-by. The climbing wall incorporates
a large double-height window offering distant views of the climbers from outside.
Photos Christian Richters.
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Numbers four and ten Pentonville Road in
north London, were built as two independent office buildings in the 1980s. Derwent
London’s brief to Stiff & Trevillion Architects
was to combine and re-clad the buildings to
complement AHMM’s award-winning Angel
Building opposite. Brick was chosen for contextual reasons, with the local area being
noted for its Georgian domestic architecture.

Right Detail facade section. Key: 1 monochrome facing
brick, 2 two number three-quarter bricks randomly
located to each course in glazing zone, 3 curtain
walling/window, 4 customised cover cap, 5 doubleglazed unit, 6 patterned ceramic frit, 7 steel framing.
Below Ground floor plan.
P hot os Kilian O'Sullivan.
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The new facade is designed to evoke the
vertical rhythm, proportion, and solid-to-void
relationship of a Georgian terrace. Dark
brick and white painted window reveals are
evoked using a mix of monochromatic
bricks, and an anodised aluminium mullion
feature. Eschewing the need for mortar
joints, the bricks and are bedded in very dark
lime mortar with recessed joints. Brick is also
brought inside the building in the reception,
and used to create the hard landscape to
Pentonville Road.
The architect says the decision to specify a
premium quality brick over a regular facing
brick did not significantly increase the overall budget, and was much less expensive than
using a bespoke curtain walling system.
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Dressed for success
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Space, form and order

Hugh Cullum Architects’ cloister courtyard
at St Michael and All Angels Church in west
London, provides a common entrance to the
grade-two listed structure and a community
hall built by the practice in 2007.
The new building is detached from the
side of the church to form a glazed entrance
space. The hall interior is defined at the corners by four fair-faced brick piers. A vaulted
roof hovers above, allowing daylight to wash
down the walls on either side. White glazed
bricks set into walls enhance the effect.
Externally, a vocabulary of regular piers
and masonry screens rendered in Portland
stone, terracotta and a bespoke pressed red
brick in three different hues, ensures continuity between old and new.
Photos Launce McNulty.
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Animal magic

Amsterdam-based practice Rocha Tombal
Architecten likens its Goljoen Primary
School in the Hague to a colourful animal,
which provides a sense of both security and
adventure. The two-storey L-shaped building occupies part of an existing urban
square, with the classrooms addressing a
private garden to the rear.
Intended to resemble a giant Lego construction, the facades are modelled in red
brick with simple punched window and
door openings. Larger windows in the
common areas act as the ‘eyes’ of the animal, revealing the internal life of the
school. A matching red rubber roof gives
the composition a homogeneous aesthetic,
that is both strong and playful.
Photos: Christian Richters.

Inspired by nature

Niemenranta Elementary School by Alt
Architects is the focal point of a new residential area in Oulunsala, on Finland’s west
coast. Accommodating 300 students, the
3670 square metre building is planned
around a series of open-air courtyards. The
front elevation is defined by a sinuous,
unbroken brick wall incorporating a series of

step changes at parapet level. Intended to
give a strong urban aesthetic, the facade also
evokes organic forms, synonymous with the
nearby forest and coastline. Sheltered
behind the masonry wall are south-facing
timber-clad courtyard facades. Further protection from the elements is provided by
long expressively-shaped roof eaves.

The architect says the materiality and massing of the building not only pay homage to
Alvar Aalto's brick architecture, but also to
Finland’s ‘Oulu School’, a regional movement from the 1970s and 80s that sought to
replace ‘cold modernism’ with a humane,
environmentally-responsible architecture.
Photos Ville-Pekka Ikola, Kalle Vahtera.
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Forming part of the International Intangible
Culture Park in Chengdu, China, Höweler &
Yoon Architecture’s Sky Courts Exhibition
Hall draws its inspiration from traditional
Chinese courtyard houses. The two-storey
scheme comprises a series of different-scaled
exhibition halls planned around seven
courtyards. The centre of each courtyard
maintains a pure rectilinear geometry, while
the perimeter of the building accommodates
the irregular site boundaries.
The external walls vary in height from
11--15 metres and are made from locallyproduced grey brick. The masonry is
detailed to emphasise the tectonics of the
brick, and the oblique geometries of the
building. Each brick is oriented in the same
direction, regardless of the angle of the wall.
This results in smooth east and west facades,
and serrated north and south facades.
Set within facetted Corten steel surrounds,
the windows and doors are clustered together to create a larger figural composition.
Left Detail plan and axonometric showing corner
condition. Key: 1 exterior brick, 2 column, 3 doublewidth brick, 4 rigid insulation, 5 relieving angle.
Photos Yihuai Hu.

A stitch in time

Designed for a couple with three teenage
children, Stitched House by Jonathan
Tuckey Design is a renovated and extended
arts-and-crafts-style house in Wimbledon,
south London. Built from bench-thrown
handmade English brick, the new element
comprises a ground floor kitchen extension

with a top-lit artist’s studio located in the
basement below.
Handmade bricks are carefully patched
into the original stock around several new
window openings on the ground and first
floors. Aesthetic and tonal continuity is
achieved by subtly changing the brick and
mortar type while retaining the original
imperial sizing and English bond. The
architect says this approach provided an
effective ‘first stitch’ for the modern stretcher-bonded brickwork that was used to form
the extension.
The kitchen features a large cantilevered

overhang that defines an external dining
space, and acts as a counterpoint to the
existing timber porch and bay windows. The
gravity-defying aesthetic of this element
belies its heavyweight masonry construction. Anodised aluminum soffit panels, copings and trims contrast with th surrounding
textured brickwork. A lime-based mortar
incorporating a coloured pigment complements the rich purple tones of the masonry.
Matching brick slips are used as ballast on
the flat roof above the kitchen, providing an
attractive outlook from the first floor.
P hot os James Brittain.

Rural composition

HAT Projects' extension and renovation of
a cramped nineteenth-century worker’s cottage in Shropshire is intended to be discreet
and simple, while instilling a sense of quality and warmth. A south-facing light scoop,
doubling as a chimney for a woodburning
stove, brings sunlight and changing shadows into the north-facing living space. The
windows frame specific views of the garden.
Brick was chosen to complement the existing stone walls, and for reasons of cost,
robustness and familiarity to local contractors. The locally-produced brick provides a
tonal connection to both the existing
masonry and timber fenestration. The
colour of the latter was predetermined as
the cottage sits within a larger estate.
Internally, a painted loadbearing brickwork
leaf surrounds the fireplace.
Photo Tom Grieve/HAT Projects
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Towering ambition

Kollhoff Architekten’s Ministry of Security &
Justice, and Ministry of the Interior &
Kingdom Relations in The Hague, Holland,
forms part of large mixed-use development
including housing, offices and shops. The
two brick- and stone-clad towers incorporate
sharp angles and generous set-backs
designed to accentuate their slenderness and
create compositional tension. ‘We have a
passion for urban buildings with solid with
tectonic facades that express how load is
12 • BB SUMMER 2013

being transferred to the ground’, says the
architect. Traditional brick construction is
used on the base of the building, while the
upper floors feature prefabricated brick panels fixed to pre-cast concrete wall elements,
with carefully concealed movement joints.
The engineering brick chosen for the project
has a rough surface, which combined with
warm red tones and shiny highlights, gives
the facades a lively, animated quality.
Photos Susanne Wegner.

Fitness for purpose

the exterior. Individual windows are
favoured over large runs of glazing in keeping with the building's residential context
and community function. Set in bespoke
anodised aluminium frames, some of the
windows are recessed while others project
beyond the wall, contrasting with the brickwork and articulating the facade with their
reflective quality.
The internal spaces are organised around
an oval-shaped waiting room. The centre of
the plan features a large oval-shaped glazedbrick lightwell, providing natural light and
ventilation to the second floor office spaces.
Right Detail facade section and elevation.
Below Ground- and first-floor plan.
Photo Tim Crocker,

%#"

%#"
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Forming Part of the Radcliffe Observatory
Quarter masterplan, New Radcliffe House by
Hawkins Brown is a community health centre for the University of Oxford. Sited in the
historic city centre, the 4,330 square metre
building accommodates three doctors’ surgeries, the university's Department of
Primary Care Health Sciences, and offices
for Oxford University Press.
Referencing the materiality, plot widths
and aesthetic restraint of the surrounding
terraced housing, the centre’s three-storey
brick facades crank in a concertina fashion
with a corresponding rising and falling
parapet. Decorative bands of recessed brickwork are used around the entrance and to
screen the plant room, further enlivening
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PROFILEo

Mary Duggan and Joe Morris discuss the
origins and development of a contemporary
brick language by their practice Duggan
Morris Architects. Report by John Ramshaw.

Established in 2004 by Mary Duggan and Joe Morris,
Duggan Morris Architects is an ambitious design-led
practice that has already built an enviable reputation
across a range of sectors and scales. It is perhaps
unsurprising that brick has played a central role
in many of its projects given the office has a
strong interest in context and place, and has so far
worked predominantly in London. But this is only
14 • BB SUMMER 2013

part of the story. A strong desire to investigate and
experiment with both the material and aesthetic
properties of brick has given rise to a number of
recurring themes and motifs. This emerging brick
language is now being refined and developed
through several high profile public and private commissions which are due to complete later this year.
‘We are not a brick-biased practice’, says Morris,
somewhat defensively in answer to the question of
why brick? ‘What we are interested in is the notion
of context and programme. Brick is something that
works with these notions; it is an intuitive response.’
Duggan enlarges upon this: ‘For us, the starting
point is always: is this a building that should shout,
or should it sit quietly in its surroundings?’
An example of the former is Curtain Row, a 2000

square metre office conversion and extension in
east London (due July 2013). Partly infilling a street
of Victorian and Georgian warehouses, the existing
lower floors are made of brick, while the three new
upper-storeys are clad with a corrugated and perforated steel mesh interspersed with large flush-faced
bonded-glass window units. ‘What interested us was
this “thread” of brick that runs from one end of the
street to the other,’ explains Duggan. ‘Our solution
was to put something very light and delicate on top.
We also wanted to contrast the deep brick reveals of
the existing structures with a facade that is almost
flat. It’s a game of playing-off the brick and completely shifting the scale.’
By contrast, the architects’ own house in King’s
Grove, south London (2011) adopts a low key,

almost stealth-like approach in response to its
surroundings. Situated between two rows of terraced Victorian properties, the two-storey dwelling
occupies the site of a former plaster-moulding workshop. Backland sites such as these were commonly
used for dairies, laundry rooms and bathhouses in
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century London,
explains Duggan. ‘We could have made a case to
build an alien object, given that the site is located
away from the street. But we felt there was something rather vulgar in doing this. Instead, we decided on a simple brick construction. It isn’t intended
to read as a piece of history, but as something that
is camouflaged with its surroundings.’
Spanning between the existing brick boundary
walls, the 140 square metre structure is ‘extruded’

Opposit e Yew Tree Lodge, a sheltered housing
scheme in Hillingdon, west London (2009) is
treated as a sculptural object out of which
elements, such as the windows and inset gutter
are cut or routed (ph: Edmund Sumner).
Above Conceived as a simple brick construction,
King’s Grove (2011) is located between two rows
of terraced Victorian properties in south London.
The two-storey dwelling is ‘extruded’ from the
ground with brick inner and outer leaves forming
the cavity walls (main phs: James Brittain; inset left:
Edmund Sumner; inset right: Mark Hadden).
Right Large flush-faced windows and corrugated
and perforated steel cladding contrast with the
existing brick walls and deep reveals at Curtain
Row, an office conversion and extension in east
London (due July 2013, ph: Jack Hobhouse).
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from the ground with brick inner and outer leaves
forming the cavity walls. ‘In some ways the decisions
are made for you,’ says Morris. ‘Once you decide to
extrude or redefine the boundary conditions you
are setting them externally. It then seems an intuitive decision to double-skin the building in brick.
It is also about the internal experience; we are reading the interior walls as if they are external facades.
From inside everything you see is brick, so you
really feel part of the site and context you are occupying. There is a particular perception with this site
that you are the focus of everyone’s attention,
so you don’t want to be seen as something that
shouldn’t be there.’
Building with brick both internally and externally
is an idea that the architect began experimenting
with on Frobisher House in Hertfordshire (2009),
and continued with Yew Tree Lodge, a £2.3m sheltered housing scheme in Hillingdon, west London
(2009). On the latter, the brick envelope wraps into
and through the main entrance space, complementing the clean, natural surfaces and warm tones of
the other internal materials and finishes.
In common with King’s Grove, many of the interior spaces at Maudsley Learning, a £7m mental
health support, training and development centre in
south London (due June 2013), are lined in brick.
The intention, explains Morris, is to provide an
uplifting architectural experience through the
combination of a very restrained material palette
and rich internal spaces – in this case a stepped
arrangement of floor plates – articulated by daylight.
16 • BB SUMMER 2013

Above Tybalds Estate is a major housing
regeneration scheme in north London currently
awaiting planning consent. Brick is not only use
to knit the new elements into the surrounding
context but also to denote semi-private areas
within the public realm (image: Forbes Massie)
Below Frobisher House in Bushey, Hertfordshire,
(2009) features a range of masonry design
features, such as brick window cills, brick-depth
reveals and brick landscaping, that have been
developed and adapted on subsequent projects
(phs: Mark Hadden).

In practical terms, achieving high quality fairfaced internal brickwork on a traditional building
site and in the midst of other ‘wet’ trades, such as
screed pouring and ceiling plastering, is not easy.
But this is something the architect accepts with
alacrity. ‘Inevitably there were spits and spatters
when the contractor was polishing the concrete
floor at King’s Grove’, says Morris, ‘but rather than
try to remove every mark, we felt it was more interesting to leave these remnants as evidence of the
construction process, Its a kind of poetic history.'
Similarly, the handcrafted nature of building with
brick is also something that appeals to the practice.
‘The relationship of the builder to the project is
something we really enjoy,’ comments Morris, ‘It is
very Corbusian in some ways: mistakes happen
despite meticulous detailing and setting out, and

you have to make a judgment as to whether or not
you are going to accept and embrace these slight
idiosyncrasies. We were happy that was a certain
patina on King’s Grove, which is about the craftsmanship of the bricklayers, the window installers,
the concrete layers, and so forth.’
The Maudsley Learning project is further evidence of the value placed on handcrafting. Likened
to a ‘woven basket,’ the envelope comprises an
expressed pre-cast concrete exoskeleton infilled with
full-height brick panels and concealed-frame window units. In reference to the brick panels, Morris
says, ‘We considered the potential for modern
methods of construction and prefabrication, but felt
that the execution of bricklaying in a factory somehow passifies the notion of craft and the relationship
of the bricklayer to the brick. To us, large panels of

prefabricated brick look somehow sterile, dulling
the building down and removing its personality.’
As well as responding to the site and context,
Duggan Morris’ buildings often form a close relationship with the ground and sometimes even the
sky. Frobisher House for example, is cut into its site
– as opposed to sitting on top of it – with brick used
as hard landscaping around the perimeter. Brick
plinths laid in front and behind King’s Grove correspond to the size and shape of the window openings
in the facades, reinforcing the notion of a solid
form out of which elements are cut or chased. Brick
also forms an important part of the landscape at
Yew Tree Lodge, defining walkways, terraces and
areas for contemplation.
At the Tybalds Estate, a major housing regeneration scheme in north London currently awaiting

planning consent, brick is used to denote key semiprivate areas within the public realm. Maudsley
Learning and Brentford Lock West both make use of
different brick blends across their facades, with
earthy reds and browns at the base, merging into
lighter greys towards the top. ‘The red base comes
from this idea of bleeding the brick out of the earth,’
explains Duggan. ‘Narratively, the red dissipates into
grey, which is an analogy for the London sky.’
Common to each project, regardless of type, scale
or contract value, are highly considered and
Above/below Maudsley Learning is a mental health support, training and
development centre in south London (due June 2013, image: Forbes
Massie); facade development models; conceived as a ‘woven basket’, the
envelope comprises an expressed precast concrete exoskeleton infilled with
full-height brick panels and window units.The brick blend changes from red
to grey over three floors, visually connecting the building with the earth and
the sky (ph: Jack Hobhouse); interior view (image: Forbes Massie).
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rigorous brick details that result in an elegant,
paired-back aesthetic. King’s Grove for example uses
only full and half bricks, with a slim four-brick high
band expressing the floor plate, window cills constructed from brick specials (eschewing the need for
stone copings), and a turned soldier course at parapet level with a recessed weathering detail.
At Brentford Lock West, a £7m canalside residential scheme in west London (due November 2013),
the floor plates are expressed externally with a double soldier course. The lower course is aligned flush
with the face of the facade, while upper course is
indented around the windows, forming brick cills,
and elsewhere providing a datum and connection
point for a series of extruded metal balconies. Yew
Tree lodge, like Brentford Lock West and King’s
Grove, is treated as a sculptural object out of which
elements are cut or routed. In this case, a continuous inset gutter forms a crisp junction between the
dark brick facades and colour-matched clay tile roof.
Unbroken flank walls at the ends of the L-shaped
plan express the notion of a solid masonry form.
Comprising three brick blocks (two existing and
one new-build), the complexity of Richmond Adult
18 • BB SUMMER 2013

Community College in south-west London (due
summer 2014) necessitated a series of detailing
‘rules’ aimed at creating a cohesive and legible aesthetic. As Duggan explains, the treatment of the
windows and window reveals was central to this
strategy. ‘The new art wing is about large recessed
window openings framing particular functions within. This is in contrast to the gridded format of the
neighbouring Edwardian building. Here, we have
dropped the floor plates to increase the number of
storeys, so there are a combination of bricked-in
deep-set revels and new windows pushed slightly out
from the face of the facade. The third block, an
existing theatre, is being re-skinned with brick tiles
and the windows are completely flush.’
Decisions regarding brick bonds and mortars
reflect the practice’s interest in craft and honesty of
material expression. ‘Stretcher is the only bond we
use, says Morris, ‘It’s not quite anti-design, but it’s
almost trying not to have the architect’s hand present in the process. A lot of today’s construction is
over elaborate in terms of detailing, materials,
composition and form. We are interested in the
idea that there is a simplicity about how you

Above Double soldier courses express the floor plates at Brentford Lock
West, a £7m canalside residential development in west London (due
November 2013). Earthy red and brown bricks at the base of the building
merge into lighter greys towards the top. Champagne-coloured fenestration
contrasts with the carefully controlled brickwork giving the facades a sense
of ‘preciousness and finesse’ (image: Forbes Massie).
Opposite A series of brick detailing ‘rules’ were employed at Richmond
Adult Community College in south west London (summer 2014) in order to
create a cohesive and legible aesthetic (top/bottom images: Forbes Massie).

do things. On Frobisher House for example, we
selected a plum-coloured mortar to match the
brick, which feels almost decorative, something that
has been designed out of the palette of materials in
our more recent work.’
Duggan Morris’ ‘less is more’ approach to brick
design allows the facades and internal surfaces of its
buildings to play a supporting role to other architectural elements such as the fenestration, built-in
furniture and staircases. In many cases these items
are treated with a high degree of finesse, assuming
a jewel-like quality within the overall composition.
The treatment of windows is a case in point. At
King’s Grove and Maudsley Learning the glazing
is bonded to the outside of the frame, visually
dissolving sightlines and ensuring clean, uncluttered edge conditions at the window reveals. The

windows specified on King’s Grove are also edged
internally with a brass trim, further highlighting
their bespoke and machined aesthetic when set
against the brickwork.
At Brentford Lock West all the fenestration,
including the balconies and perforated metal
screens at ground level, is powder-coated in a subtle
champagne colour. ‘Its not as glitzy as gold’, explains
Morris, ‘but there is this idea of preciousness. Its
about trying to incorporate special touches which
speak of more than just off-the-shelf components.’
Inspired by a nearby Arts and Crafts building, Yew
Tree Lodge features a series of elegantly designed
steel bay windows. Prefabricated and finished to a
high quality, the projecting units not only contrast
with the handcrafted nature of the masonry, they
also create a sense of rhythm and visual richness.
Unusually, Duggan Morris tends to select its bricks
from the same Sussex-based manufacturer, irrespective of the project. One of the main reasons for this is
that the brickworks is able to provide unique brick
blends that are not only tailored to their exact
requirements, but are also cost effective. According
to Morris there is also a great deal of textural and
colour difference across the brick – resulting from
the hand-sorting and hand-firing processes employed
at the factory. ‘Both bricks and mortar speak of the
earth, and we like the idea that you can select these
items based on place,’ says the architect. ‘King’s
Grove is a Peckham building, so it speaks of its
“Peckhamness”, where as Yew Tree Lodge speaks of
its “Hillingdoness”. Each has its own unique blend.’
It would not be surprising to find Duggan Morris
working further afield geographically and on ever
more diverse projects in the near future, such has
been the trajectory of this still relatively young practice. While its architectural language will no doubt
expand and evolve to meet these new challenges,
there can be little doubt that it will continue to work
with and enjoy brick.
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PRECEDENT

Ancient and modern

Edwin Lutyens’ Grosvenor Estate,
central London, unlikely harbinger
of modernist social housing.
20 • BB SUMMER 2013

By the late 1920s, Edwin Lutyens was firmly established as an
architect of large commercial developments and important
public buildings as well as grand country houses. As the
recent author of New Delhi and the British Embassy in
Washington, he was an unlikely candidate to design social
housing, and his appointment to design an estate at Page and
Vincent Streets in Pimlico, central London (1928-30), was
indeed a one-off excursion into the type. He was appointed
by Westminster Council at the insistence of the landowner,
the Duke of Westminster, for whom Lutyens was then the
consulting architect for the new Grosvenor House.
The site was previously occupied by a crowded nineteenthcentury slum. Its redevelopment was prompted by a 1928
Thames flood in which 14 people drowned as basements
were inundated. Lutyens' estate, of around 600 flats, joined
others in the immediate area which had been built from the
beginning of the century in a red-brick Arts & Crafts style. In
comparison, the Grosvenor estate appeared like an emissary
from a modernist future, albeit with classical touches.
Seven U-shaped slab blocks, each of five to six storeys, are
open to the south to form protected courtyards fronted by
freestanding single-storey gatehouses. Open-sided concrete
access galleries, faced with Portland cement, line the sides of
the courtyards. Although this efficient circulation device was

increasingly common in continental Europe at the time,
Lutyens’ estate is one of the earliest examples in Britain.
The regular array of double-hung sash windows on the
blocks’ outer faces forms part of a chequerboard pattern of
silver-grey brickwork and white-painted cement render panels corresponding to the alternating bands of solid and void
on the courtyard elevations.
Though the chequerboard pattern is not unprecedented –
the flint-faced fourteenth-century town hall at King’s Lynn
provides an early example – it is striking here for its consistency, its execution on a monumental scale and its extension
over all parts of the buildings. With low-pitched slate roofs
hidden behind parapets, the severity of the blocks’ appearance is otherwise only relieved by a Portland stone plinth and
dressings and the neo-Georgian pavilions.
Internally the blocks have been upgraded over time, but
the estate has weathered remarkably well both materially, aesthetically and urbanistically. Parts of the two longest blocks
were demolished in the 1970s following war damage, but otherwise Lutyens’ creation remains largely intact, and in 2010 it
was incorporated into a new conservation area.
Above South-facing courts open onto Page Street; deeper blocks opening
onto Vincent Street were partially truncated in the 1970s.
Right Landscaped amenity space between the blocks; Page Street.
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brick skin. Measuring 297x115x71mm, the
bricks are supported by L-shaped steel angles
and cavity wall ties fixed back to the concrete
superstructure. Bricks in the convex and
concave areas are laid parallel to the facade,
resulting in a staggered optical effect. The
position of every brick in terms of its z-axis
(depth) was scripted using a 3D CAD modelling programme. This ensured a smooth
brick ‘fade’ across the facades. The cross is
formed from green-glazed special bricks. A
structural isolating detail was employed
around the horizonal steel support for the
700kg bell to mitigate against the effects of
vibration in the surrounding brickwork.
Internally, the semicircular chapel wall
is constructed from a single perforated brick
skin. Lateral support is provided by concealed vertical steel T-beams, which are located at 500mm centres, and span between the

2

DÄ

Won in competition by Saarbrücken-based
practice Wandel Hoefer Lorch Architekten,
the Ecumenical Forum in HafenCity,
Hamburg, is a 4,600 square metre mixed-use
development, incorporating a chapel, function rooms, a church information centre,
apartments and offices.
The architectural concept was to express
the building’s religious functions through
large concave and convex forms set into,
and projecting from, the red brick facades.
On the front elevation, the swelling and
receding brick planes respectively frame a
projecting bell and a Christian cross. At the
rear, the convex form of the chapel apse creates a pronounced bulge in the facade
extending vertically over four storeys.
The external walls comprise 250mm
reinforced insitu concrete, 140mm mineral
wool insulation, a 45mm cavity, and a 115mm
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Brick is used to expressive effect both internally and externally at the
Ecumenical Forum in Hamburg by Wandel Hoefer Lorch Architekten.
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concrete floor and a curving steel circular
hollow section fixed back to the surrounding
concrete walls in six places. Some of the
bricks are embossed with inscriptions denoting the 19 Christian denominations whichprovided funding for the project.
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L eft Ground-, first- and second-floor plans.
Key: 1 foyer, 2 chapel, 3 information, 4 cafe, 5 events.
Opp osite above/below Detail plans of concave
external wall. Key: 1 vapour barrier, 2 insulation, 3 foil
facing, 4 cavity; close-up view of staggered brick effect.
P hot os Norbert Migulez, WHL Architekten (below).
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